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If you understand the "Popped Stops" concept - and I hope you do by now! - then today could have been a relatively 

easy day for you.  The first three trades were almost identical, in that they were "Impulse Buy" and "Bull Flag" type set-

ups that took advantage of price breaking above a declining trendline, or bouncing off a key moving average.  The 

structure turned bearish today with a clean Wyckoff Sign of Weakness just prior to trade #4 - which let you know that 

odds favored lower prices ahead. 

1.  TRENDLINE BREAK 
There's a couple of other things that happened here - like a doji candle at 9:30 at the lower Bollinger and big bullish bar 

directly after - that hinted at an upward move, but the official trigger to get long was a break above the declining 

trendline from the morning swing and a break back above the falling 20 EMA at 10:15am at the $111.50 level.  Your stop 

was under the 50 EMA or $111.35 price and target was a new swing high, or (conservatively) a retest of the morning 

high at $111.85.  You also could have targeted and exited your trade at the key $112 level - as reversal candles formed. 

2.  BULL FLAG, 20 EMA, TRENDLINE BREAK 
This trade was almost identical to trade #1, except that we had a clean parallel channel trendline that made up a nice 

bull flag, and price pulled exactly in to support on the rising 20 EMA - an aggressive entry.  The conservative entry was a 

break above the trendline at the $111.90 area, or a clean break above $112 just to be safe.  It was probably best to exit 

the trade as the spinning top then (almost) bearish engulfing candle formed at the $112.20 level... but due to the new 

TICK high, this was not a short-sale position (though it did make it back to the 20 EMA). 

3.  TRENDLINE BREAK, 50 EMA BOUNCE 
I hate to keep the descriptions short, but these were really standard/classic "buy the retracements in the context of an 

uptrend, particularly when price breaks a declining trendline" trade.  No need to get fancy - they're easy and profitable.  

Unless you bought on the pullback to the 50 EMA, your entry was on a break of the trendline and re-taking of price 

above $112 to play for a retest of the prior high or just beyond... and the "Evening Star" or doji candle at $112.40 at the 

upper Bollinger - on a negative TICK and momentum divergence - was your perfect exit and aggressive "flip and reverse" 

short... though the more appropriate trade for most people would be the breaking under the 50 EMA and $112 level in 

the hour before the close. 

4.  LOWER TRENDLINE (RISING) BREAK, 50 EMA BREAK, MOVE DOWN FROM DUAL 

DIVERGENCE 
If you didn't short the second we broke back under the 50 EMA and $112 level - which converged with a rising trendline 

from the noon lows - then you probably were too scared by the fast/rapid moving price breakdown.  This is how the 

market works - in an environment of "fluff," meaning price is rising but internals, momentum, and volume are going 

down, we are open (exposed) to the potential for SWIFT, sudden down-moves in price.  To the extent that the 

divergence is 'stretched,' so can we expect the resolution or down-move of the 'fluff' to take price much lower.  In this 

case, the sharp down move occurred when price broke under the 50 EMA, $112 level, and mini-trendline.  The exit was 

as price began to bounce up off $111.50, namely the spinning top/inverse hammer candle 30min prior to market close.  I 

would not suggest trying to trade long the move into the close, though if you are very aggressive and are aware of the 

risk, you could do so - but most traders should have probably passed on trying to get long here and just taken any open 

short-sale profits. 
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Using the ideal grid, roughly $1.20/$1.30 was possible in the set-ups labeled. 

It took an understanding as I described in yesterday's report (and many times) in terms of "Popped Stops" - the 

"Character" of the market - to understand why odds favored bullish set-ups from an INTRADAY perspective... but not yet 

a swing trading perspective. 

Notice the great Wyckoff Sign of Weakness that formed at 2:00 (14:00) CST that forecast (hinted at) a downward move 

yet to come - it's a clean new intraday TICK low when price is NOT making a new low.  I, along with many of you, love 

those signals. 
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Yet again, and unsurprisingly, we see massive lower volume across ALL time periods in the SPY 15-min graph (save one). 

This underscores the point - using classic technical analysis on price and volume - that we should be VERY cautious if 

long and should be expecting a down-move yet to come - possibly a very sharp down move. 

Volume is running 4 million shares lower than the 25-day average, and you can see that on the intraday charts ahead.  

It's a classic warning sign and non-confirmation of the higher prices - so be careful. 
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From a fractal perspective, it looks like we're completing a terminal 5th wave that is ending on a distinct (obvious) 

negative volume, breadth, internals, and momentum divergence - that is VERY bearish, but needs confirmation in the 

form of a price break under $111 and $110.50 - otherwise "they" can keep jamming the market higher and popping out 

more bearish positions in a vicious/hideous short-squeeze (it's helpful to think of it in those terms). 

The negative divergences undercut the highs and suggest a downward move is the more likely - or at least safer 

assumption - for the future path in price.   

Otherwise, we are at the 20 EMA then 50 EMA for potential support bounces, but I would prefer to remain scalping only 

for popped stops intraday, neutral here, aggressively short (with a tight stop above $112.50), and then conservatively 

short on a break under $110.50 or $110.00 (or even $111 if that is enough evidence for you). 
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Until proven otherwise, the potential short-term Elliott Wave count places us in the latter stages of a "C" wave to end a 

"Flat" correction (called a rectangle) that began on May 25th.  The "ABC" three-wave correction is fractalized into 

smaller waves as labeled.  If this count is correct, it calls for a sharp downward move yet to come. 

Elliott forecasting aside, if we see a move above $112, keep playing long for popped stops - simple as that.   

However, if we start to see a move down tomorrow and Friday, short pullbacks and breakdowns, particularly under $111 

and $110.   

The negative volume and momentum divergences undercut (fail to confirm) the recent highs and hint that we could see 

a sharp downward move if the upward force that is holding the market up relents. 
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Keeping with the Elliott Wave theme, here is the potential wave count for the bigger picture.  It implies that we are 

ending a 4th wave that is a 'flat,' or slightly expanded flat (c wave went higher than a).  Here's the important thing to 

know:  If we go above 1,120, then we officially REJECT this count and re-label the move down as an "ABC" (1=A, 2=B, 

3=C) which places us into a new impulse wave up to target 1,220.  This is the turning point between those bearish 

(shown above) and bullish (alternate) counts. 

Beyond that, the 50 day EMA rests at 1,120 which also will be a turning point.  That's how you use Elliott - in conjunction 

with other methods.  IF price breaks above 1,120, it will switch the wave count bullish and switch the structure bullish, 

as price will break above the 50d EMA (similar to that of February). 

OTHERWISE, if resistance does hold here - notice the doji reversal candle at the 50 EMA - THEN we will target 1,040 

again... and lower as an expected 5th wave impulse down unfolds that would likely stop at 1,000.  The end of this week 

is key to know whether to target 1,150, 1,170, then 1,220 (if we're above 1,120) or keep targeting 1,040 (if not). 


